Artifacts in magnetic resonance imaging after surgical resection of brain tumors.
Since the advent of magnetic resonance imaging, metal artifacts have posed an important diagnostic problem in different fields of medicine. However, this has not been systematically studied in patients undergoing surgery for brain tumors. This study was planned to assess whether metal artifacts can occur in patients undergoing brain surgery without metallic implants. Of 40 individuals who could be included because of having a pre- and postoperative MRI and a postoperative computed tomography (CT) scan or a conventional skull X-ray for the detection of metallic artifacts, 26 patients agreed to participate in this study and gave informed consent. Twenty-six subjects, 12 males and 14 females, with an age range of 12 to 54 years, were included in the study. Four patients were found to have gross metal particles in their postoperative brain CTs and were excluded. Of the remaining 22 subjects, 7 patients (31.8%) had metallic artifacts. Our study showed that simple bone drilling or chiseling during surgical manipulation of skull bones may result in separation of very tiny metal particles which can remain in the surgical site and cause artifacts in postoperative MRIs. This finding appeared to be independent of factors such as age, sex, tumor/incision site, tumor size, pathologic tumor type, total radiation dose, operation-MRI time interval and sequence of MRI.